ADVENTURE
Many versions of adventure!
These titles are recommended by our staff.

Finlay Donovan is Killing It
Elle Cosimano
FICTION COS

No Ordinary Assignment
Jane Ferguson
B FERGUSON

Take a Hike!
Rich Freeman
796.51 FRE

Take your Bike!
Rich Freeman
796.64 FRE

Outlander
Diana Gabaldon
FICTION GAB

The Princess Bride
William Goldman
TEEN SCI-FI/FAN GOL

The 100 Year Old Man Who Climbed out the Window and Disappeared
Jonas Jonasson
FICTION JON

The Beekeeper's Apprentice
Laurie R. King
MYSTERY KIN
TEEN FICTION KIN

Want more personal reading suggestions? Try NoveList.
Under the Whispering Door
TJ Klune
FICTION KLU

This Tender Land
William Kent Krueger
MYSTERY KRU

Something Wilder
Christina Lauren
FICTION LAU

Breaking Wild
Diane Les Becquets
MYSTERY LES

West with Giraffes
Lynda Rutledge
FICTION RUT

Seveneves
Neal Stephenson
SCI-FI/FAN STE

The Lord of the Rings Trilogy
J.R.R. Tolkien
SCI-FI/FAN TOL

The Lincoln Highway
Amor Towles
FICTION TOW

7 1/2 Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle
Start Turton
FICTION TUR

50 States
5,000 Ideas
Joseph Yogerst
917.304 YOG